Papers and Publications in Chronological Order


11/80 INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Three days on Temporary Works, Various papers on Falsework at ALGS study weekend, Salisbury, November 1980.


02/83 INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Evening Course on Falsework, Series of six evenings on Falsework at ICE, Great George Street, Various papers presented.

10/83 IRISH CONCRETE SOCIETY, Falsework and Formwork, Various papers at one Day seminar, Dublin, October 1983.


10/84 PALLETT, P.F., *Formwork Trends*, Papers at West Midlands and North West Concrete Society seminars.


11/85 WEST MIDLANDS CONCRETE SOCIETY, Falsework Evening Course, Seven evenings at University of Aston, Principle lecturer.


07/86 WEST MIDLANDS CONCRETE SOCIETY, Formwork - a guide to good practice, All day symposium, Various papers presented, University of Birmingham, July 1986.


05/87 PALLETT, P.F., The Computerised Office, Internal paper to Douglas Construction Group of companies.


07/89 BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION Video, Fascinating Nodes, Assisted with script and production of the BBC internal training video on Set Erections in studios and outside broadcasts.


05/92 Qi TRAINING, Curing and protecting concrete and striking formwork, Author of VHS Video, Qi Training, Swindon, May 1992, 25mins.
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02/00 PALLETT P F, GODLEY M H R, *Falsework Design Calculations to prEN 12812 for Bridge near Bristol*. Contract for HSE, Warrington, 53pp

03/00 PALLETT P.F., *Where are formwork, falsework and scaffolding standards going*, Article in CONCRETE, March 2000, Volume 34 Number 3, Crowthorne pp10-14.


11/00 PALLETT, P.F. *Construction joints and stop ends with Hy-Rib and ggbs concretes*, Article in Concrete, Volume 34, Number 10, November/December 2000, pages 37-40, Concrete Society, Crowthorne.
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06/02 EXPAMET BUILDING PRODUCTS, Author and producer of The Designers’ Guide to the Use of Expamet Hy-Rib, Hartlepool, June 2002, 38pp and CD ROM.

09/02 UNIVERSAL FORM CLAMP Co., Author and producer of The Designers’ Guide to the Use of Universal Hy-Rib, Bellwood, USA, September 2002 on CD ROM.

04/03 CONCRETE SOCIETY, Checklist for the Assembly, Use and Striking of Formwork - Concrete Society Leaflet, Ref CS144, Convener and author

05/03 PALLET, P.F. Striking of Flat Slabs, Article in Concrete, Volume 37, Number 5, May 2003, pages 30-42, Concrete Society, Crowthorne.

06/03 CONCRETE STRUCTURES GROUP, Guide to Flat Slab Formwork and Falsework, Concrete Society Publication No. CS 140, June 2003, Crowthorne, 100 pp., Author

06/03 CONCRETE STRUCTURES GROUP, Backpropping Spreadsheet, Co-writer of Excel spreadsheet and author of Spreadsheet Manual, Published with Concrete Society CS 140, June 2003

09/03 CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY RESEARCH AND INFORMATION ASSOCIATION, Masonry façade retention - best practice guide, C579, London, September 2003


06/04 PALLET, P.F. Concrete groups for formwork pressure determination, Article in Concrete, Volume 38, Number 6, June 2004, page 16, Concrete Society, Camberley.


01/05 NASC TG20:05 Technical Guidance on the Use of BS EN 12811-1, Guide to Good Practice with Tubes and Fittings, Co-author with Dr Mike Godley, 134pp, NASC, January 2005


07/06 PALLET, P.F., Temporary Works Update, Article in 40 years Concrete, Volume 40, Number 6, July 2006, pages 16-20, Concrete Society, Camberley.


01/09 NASC TG20:08 Technical Guidance on the Use of BS EN 12811-1, Guide to Good Practice with Tubes and Fittings, Co-author with Dr Mike Godley, Volume1-120pp, Volume 21-128pp, NASC, January 2009

03/09 PALLET, P.F. Concrete groups for formwork pressure determination, Article in Concrete, Volume 43, Number 2, March 2009, page 44 and 46, Concrete Society, Camberley.

10/09 PALLET, P.F. Site Black Tie Day – 30th March 2010, Letter in Concrete, Volume 43, Number 9, October 2009, page 7 and 8, Concrete Society, Camberley.


10/10 NASC TG9:10, Guide to the design and construction of temporary roofs and buildings. Assistance to Mr Ken Barber as Part Author on Appendix E – Wind Loading to BS EN 18991-1-4 for UL’s simplified method.
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01/11  BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION, NA to BS EN 12812: 2008 Falsework Performance requirements and general design. Committee member and assisted in writing the UK National Foreword to the European document.


11/11  TEMPORARY WORKS FORUM, Design of Site Hoardings, Co-author with TWf of 3rd draft of new guidance document on hoardings.

   Co-author Chapter 1 Safety, Statutory and Contractual Obligations,
   Co-author Chapter 21 Access and Proprietary Scaffolds
   Co-author Chapter 22 Falsework
   Co-author Chapter 23 Formwork
   Author Chapter 24 Soffit Formwork